HDL or cxhematic
{Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr1 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84418000; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr2 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84418004; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr3 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84418008; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr4 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x8441800c; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr5 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84418010; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr6 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84418014; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr7 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84418018; // IP-Core Decryption // Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr11 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84414000; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr12 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84414004; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr13 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84414008; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr14 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x8441400c; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr15 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84414010; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr16 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84414014; Unsigned Int*Reg_Addr17 = (Unsigned Int*) 0x84414018; // UART // {Unsigned Int*Txptr = (Unsigned Int*) (0x84000004); Unsigned Int*Statusregptr = (Unsigned Int*) (0x84000008); Unsigned Int*Recregptr = (Unsigned Int*) (0x84000000); If (Receivedcount != Test_Buffer_Size) {Return Xst_Failure;} For (Index = 0; Index < 
